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Dear RPS trustees, staff, volunteers and friends
 
It’s been a very busy week, with an all-day Board meeting on Monday at RPS House (including
appointing new trustees - more soon!); a review meeting with The RPS Awards Committee on
Tuesday (looking through all the great nominations); lots of CRM work; and our EDI Committee
meeting this afternoon.
 
 
I’d like to start by mentioning that over the past few months, we have been looking at how best to take
forward the Science Photographer of the Year exhibition so it aligns with Photography for Everyone. We needed
to secure sponsorship so that we can deliver it to the level we would want, which hasn’t materialised, despite
significant efforts. We took the decision to pause the exhibition until 2023, when we hope everything will be in
place to relaunch it. Sadly, this means today was Gary Evans’s last day as Science Coordinator.
 
Over several years, Gary has worked with tremendous enthusiasm and expertise. Science Photographer of the
Year has been a great success - particularly with the previous sponsorship with Siemens, and more recently with
the Science Museum Group. 
 
We asked Gary if he would like to share a few words with us, which I’ve copied below.
 

I have been in and around the photographic world for forty years – strangely full circle as I have at
least one current committee member who also taught me on my degree course all those years ago!
 
Moving forward I have a YouTube channel to develop (3,745 subscribers and growing!) and this
has to be a 24/7 effort for me. As a member of the RPS I would be constantly thinking about what
could have been, and I can’t afford the distraction.
 
The one thing that sets the RPS apart from everywhere else I have worked is the uniformly
wonderful team I have engaged with in the last six years. You have all offered unwavering and
generous support, skills and no end of humour helping me with the often unreasonable demands of
the science competition project. What we as a team managed to achieve, especially in partnership
with Siemens, was an experience I shall never forget. Seeing the joy and wonder on young faces,
and even that of a peer of the realm, when confronted with an image of a bee’s behind is an ever-
present memory. Photography has a unique ability to engage, entertain and educate, and I sincerely
hope that science can feel its benefit again before too long.
 
I want to wish everyone, friends of long standing and those I never got to meet in person, the
greatest of success with the future. The Chartered Photographer initiative is long overdue in the
industry and is a magnificent effort by the RPS. Likewise the drive to engage younger image
makers is so very welcome and something of which you will be proud.
 
From the depth of my heart I thank you all.
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Thank you SO much Gary, and we hope you’ll keep in touch over the months and years ahead.
 
 
 
In other news, Moira Ellis has just stepped down as Chair of the Creative Eye group, having led it with
great panache over many years. David Cooke is taking over from her, following their AGM last
weekend. Welcome David, and thank you for volunteering to lead this terrific group.
 
 
 
Our Director of Development, Tracy, was part of an important research workshop this week focused
on developing and implementing a manifesto for women in photography. Tracy says:
 

"It was important to be an invited contributor to this group and for the RPS to play a
role in shaping the future for women in photography in the coming
years. Alongside representatives from key organisations such as Autograph, National
Portrait Gallery, V&A, Hundred Heroines, Hyman Foundation and University for the
Creative Arts, the RPS will be working to develop the next steps towards 50/50
representation in photography.”

 
 
 
Andy Moore writes:
 

Firstly I wanted to say Happy Birthday - the Distinctions Facebook group is now
two years old and we now have 4,000 members! 
 
Peter Hayes FRPS posted on the group page:
 

“Yes, two years ago today we started the RPS Distinctions **Official
Group** on Facebook. We now have 4,000 members! It has become THE
place to visit for anyone interested in Distinctions, the RPS or any aspect of
photography. This group led directly to Distinctions Talks Live! which
helped photographers suffering from withdrawal symptoms during the
pandemic by providing weekly interviews with leading figures in the
photographic world. My thanks to Andy Moore and Simon Hill for their
backing in setting up these two major projects, and to everyone else who
helped, especially Stewart Wall, Jonathan Vaines and Max Robinson.

 
We also had our first Travel Fellowship in a while, so congratulations goes to Paul
Hassell FRPS, here is a picture of Paul being presented his certificate at Bristol by Hazel
Frost FRPS chair of Travel.
 
Finally we are still working hard to resolve the issue with live steaming and hope to have
this ready for the Documentary panel on the 30thMarch, but this is still to be confirmed.
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On the RPS website this week, check out some of the stunning winners of this year’s Wildlife
Photographer of the Year here.
 
On Sunday, we are showing a remarkable film at RPS House entitled Song Searcher - which is
a documentary film that tells the story of musician and scholar Moyshe Beregovsky (Moisei
Iakovlevich Beregovskii) who crisscrossed Ukraine with a phonograph in hand during the most
dramatic years of Soviet history to record and study the traditional music of Ukrainian Jewry.
Details here.
 
 
 
Next week, I have a couple of days of holiday - as well as lots of CRM meetings throughout the week,
and some interesting conversations with representatives of Kensington Palace about support from
our Patron.
 
If you’re not sure who anyone is named above, the names of all staff are all online here:
https://rps.org/about/staff/ 
 
I hope you’re enjoying my weekly Snapshots. Please do send me anything you’d like me to share. I would be
grateful if chairs and ROs could circulate this to their group members, if appropriate - and if you are receiving
this indirectly, do drop me a line if you’d like me to add your email to the circulation list.
 
As usual, please do keep in touch, and do let us know if you’d like to discuss anything.
 
Happy weekending! 
 
Evan
 
__________________________

  
Evan Dawson  (He/Him)

 Chief Executive Officer  |  The Royal Photographic Society  
  

www.rps.org 
 0117 316 4450 | 07960 222160
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